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In two long-duration balloon flights over Antarctica, the BESS-Polar collaboration has searched
for antihelium in the cosmic radiation with the highest sensitivity reported. BESS-Polar I flew
in 2004, observing for 8.5 days. BESS-Polar II flew in 2007-2008, observing for 24.5 days. No
antihelium candidate was found in BESS-Polar I data among 8.4× 106 |Z| = 2 nuclei from 1.0 to 20
GV or in BESS-Polar II data among 4.0×107 |Z| = 2 nuclei from 1.0 to 14 GV. Assuming antihelium
to have the same spectral shape as helium, a 95% confidence upper limit to the possible abundance
of antihelium relative to helium of 6.9 × 10−8 was determined combining all BESS data, including
the two BESS-Polar flights. With no assumed antihelium spectrum and a weighted average of the
lowest antihelium efficiencies for each flight, an upper limit of 1.0 × 10−7 from 1.6 to 14 GV was
determined for the combined BESS-Polar data. Under both antihelium spectral assumptions, these
are the lowest limits obtained to date.

The existence of antiparticles was predicted by Dirac
[1] and confirmed by Anderson through discovery of the
positron in the cosmic radiation [2]. Antiprotons were
later produced in high-energy proton interactions at ac-
celerators [3]. The same process was expected to produce
cosmic ray antiprotons from interactions of primary nu-
clei with the interstellar gas, but the first reported detec-
tions [4, 5] were not definitive. More advanced magnetic-
rigidity spectrometers unambiguously identified antipro-
tons in the cosmic radiation [6–8] and they have now
become important tools for investigating other phenom-
ena [9–11]. The production of antinuclei with |Z| = 2
in collisions of high-energy nuclear beams has now been
confirmed [12]. However, there is no evidence of antin-
uclei with |Z| ≥ 2 in the cosmic radiation [13] or, by
implication, in the cosmological neighborhood.

The apparent asymmetry of particles and antiparticles
is one of the fundamental problems in cosmology. This
was probably caused by symmetry-breaking between par-
ticles and antiparticles just after the Big Bang, with cos-
mological antiparticles vanishing at an early stage of the
universe. Local symmetry breaking is not excluded and
antimatter domains could remain. However, searches for
annihilation signatures in the diffuse gamma-ray back-
ground and CMB distortions have shown that there are
no large antimatter regions in the visible universe [14].
Relatively small pockets of primordial antimatter are
not excluded [15, 16] and antinuclei might reach Earth
from such regions. The BESS collaboration has searched

for antinuclei in the cosmic radiation since 1993, with
eight conventional one-day balloon flights and two long-
duration Antarctic flights.

The BESS-Polar magnetic-rigidity spectrometer was
developed for precise measurements of cosmic-ray an-
tiprotons to low energies and to search for antihelium
(He) with great sensitivity [9–11]. Versions made long-
duration balloon flights over Antarctica in 2004 (BESS-
Polar I) and 2007-2008 (BESS-Polar II). BESS-Polar is
configured to extend measurements down to 100 MeV
[10]. To reduce material encountered by incident parti-
cles, no pressure vessel is used and the magnet wall thick-
ness is half that of BESS [17]. The time-of-flight (TOF)
detectors and aerogel Cherenkov counter (ACC), with
their front-end electronics, operate in vacuum. The mag-
net cryostat is the pressure vessel for the central tracker
[18]. For BESS-Polar II, a new magnet with greater liq-
uid helium capacity and improved thermal performance
enabled extended observations.

Figure 1 shows schematic cross-sectional and side views
of the BESS-Polar II spectrometer. All the detector com-
ponents are arranged in a cylindrical configuration to
maximize geometric acceptance. The TOF scintillators,
10 upper (UTOF) and 12 lower (LTOF), measure inci-
dent particle velocities β with a time resolution of 120
ps, and give independent dE/dx measurements. Photo-
multiplier tubes (PMTs) are coupled to both ends of the
scintillators. An additional TOF layer (MTOF) is in-
stalled between the bottom Inner Drift Chamber (IDC)
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FIG. 1. Cross-sectional and side views of the BESS-Polar II Spectrometer.

and warm bore to detect low energy particles that cannot
penetrate the lower magnet wall. Events are triggered
by the UTOF in coincidence with LTOF or MTOF and
recorded without in-flight selection. The ACC is located
between the magnet and the LTOF to separate antipro-
ton events from e− and µ− background. The MTOF and
ACC are not used for the He search.

The superconducting solenoid provided a uniform field
of 0.8 Tesla for over 11 days of continuous operation in
BESS-Polar I and over 25 days in BESS-Polar II. Two
IDCs and a JET-cell type drift chamber (JET) using
continuously refreshed CO2 are located inside the warm
bore (0.80 m in diameter and 1.4 m in length). The ax-
ial positions of incident particles are initially determined
using the UTOF and LTOF then refined using the JET
and IDC. In the bending plane, particle trajectories are
fit using up to 52 points, each with 140 µm resolution.
The resulting magnetic-rigidity (R ≡ p/Z, momentum
divided by electric charge) resolution is 0.4% at 1 GV,
with a maximum detectable rigidity (MDR) of 240 GV.
The JET also measures dE/dx.

BESS-Polar I was launched on 13 December 2004 from
Williams Field near McMurdo Station, flying for 8.5 days
and recording 900 million cosmic-ray events. Several
PMTs on the TOF with high count rates and excessive
current draw were turned off, but 66% of the full geo-
metric acceptance was retained by modifying the trigger
algorithm. BESS-Polar II was launched on 22 December
2007. It flew for 29.5 days and observed for 24.5 days at
float altitude with the magnet energized, recording 4.7
billion events. Full geometric acceptance was maintained
during the entire flight, although two TOF PMTs were
turned off due to an HV control issue. After one day, full
JET chamber HV could not applied and the gas pressure
was adjusted to compensate. The position resolution of
the JET chamber was maintained, using HV-dependent
calibration over short time intervals, and overall tracking
performance was comparable to BESS-Polar I.

To eliminate events in which more than one particle
passed through the spectrometer and particles interact-

ing in the instrument, events with a single good track
were chosen. Only one track was allowed in the drift
chamber, and one hit each in the UTOF and LTOF. Next,
track quality selections were applied, including hit data
consistency between TOF and drift chambers, trajectory
fits with χ2 ≤ 2.5 and detected track ≥ 500 mm, suffi-
cient number of wire hits along the track, and fiducial
cuts. More severe selections were applied for events lack-
ing a full complement of IDC hits. The tracking cuts do
not depend on particle charge-sign or rigidity.
He (He) nuclei were identified by their absolute charge,

|Z| (from dE/dx), and mass, M , determined by:

M2 = R2Z2(
1

β2
− 1). (1)

1/β and dE/dx band cuts were used to select He (He),
as illustrated for the TOF in Figure 2. A similar cut was
applied to dE/dx measured by the drift chamber.
Figure 3 shows the R−1 distribution of the BESS-Polar

II |Z| = 2 data with all selections applied. The rigidity
range for the He search is bounded by rapidly decreas-
ing efficiency at the low end and at the high end by the
finite rigidity resolution of the spectrometer. The high-
est negative rigidity was chosen to exclude the observed
misidentification (spillover) of high-rigidity He. More He
events increase the extent of the tail and restrict the
search range. No He candidates were found in the rigid-
ity range 1.0 to 20 GV, among 8.4 × 106 |Z| = 2 nuclei
identified by BESS-Polar I, or in the rigidity range 1.0
to 14 GV, among 4.0 × 107 |Z| = 2 nuclei identified by
BESS-Polar II. Only upper limits to the abundance ratio
of He/He at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) can be
determined.
If He had been observed, the ratio corrected to TOA

would have been:

RHe/He =∫
NObs,He/(SΩ× η × ǫsngl × ǫdE/dx × ǫβ × ǫDQ) dE∫
NObs,He/(SΩ× η × ǫsngl × ǫdE/dx × ǫβ × ǫDQ) dE

,
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FIG. 2. Selection of He (He) in BESS-Polar II. The upper
panel shows β−1 vs absolute rigidity. The lower two panels
show dE/dx from the TOF vs absolute rigidity. The |Z| = 2
particles are between the lines.

(2)

where NObs,He(He) is the differential intensity of observed

He (He) events, SΩ is geometric acceptance, η (η) is
the survival probability of He (He) traversing the atmo-
sphere, ǫsngl (ǫsngl) is the single track efficiency for He
(He), ǫdE/dx (ǫdE/dx) is the dE/dx selection efficiency for

He (He), ǫβ (ǫβ) is the β selection efficiency for He (He),
and ǫDQ (ǫDQ) is the data quality selection efficiency for
He (He).

In order to calculate an upper limit, the energy depen-
dent efficiencies for He must be determined. We consider
two different assumptions for a hypothetical He energy
spectrum.

1) Same spectral shape for He as for He:
If the shape of the hypothetical energy spectrum of He
is assumed to be the same as for He, 3.1 (the maximum
number of hypothetical He nuclei consistent at 95 % con-
fidence with a null detection and no background [19]) is

substituted for

∫
NObs,He dE, and factors are canceled

that do not depend on charge-sign (ǫdE/dx = ǫdE/dx, ǫβ
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FIG. 3. R−1 distribution of |Z| = 2 events for BESS-Polar II.
The negative 1/R events are spillover of He due to the finite
spectrometer resolution. The “bump” around 1/R ∼ 1.4 is
due to differing range-energy relationships of 4He and 3He.

= ǫβ , and ǫDQ = ǫDQ) then Equation 2 simplifies to:

RHe/He <
3.1∫

NObs,He × η × ǫsngl/(η × ǫsngl) dE

. (3)

η (η) and ǫsngl (ǫsngl) are determined using a Monte
Carlo simulation with GEANT3/GHEISHA. The BESS-
Polar I data give an upper limit for RHe/He of 4.4× 10−7

from 1.0 to 20 GV, and the BESS-Polar II data give
9.4 × 10−8 from 1.0 to 14 GV. Combining the null de-
tections in all BESS flights by summing their Equation 3
denominators gives an upper limit of 6.9× 10−8 from 1.0
to 14 GV. The new limits are shown in Figure 4 together
with previous results.
2) No assumed He spectrum:

The most conservative upper limit is obtained if no shape
is assumed for the He spectrum and the lowest overall
He efficiency within the search range is applied to any
hypothetical He. Because SΩ is nearly constant over the
search range, Equation 2 then simplifies to:

RHe/He <
3.1 / [η × ǫsngl × ǫdE/dx × ǫβ × ǫDQ]MIN∫
NObs,He/(η × ǫsngl × ǫdE/dx × ǫβ × ǫDQ) dE

,

(4)

The calculated overall He efficiencies are flat for most of
the rigidities searched above, but decrease at lower rigidi-
ties due to annihilation. The ranges used here were ad-
justed to simultaneously optimize efficiencies and statis-
tics. The resulting He spectrum independent upper lim-
its are 5.3 × 10−7 from 1.5 to 20 GV for BESS-Polar
I and 1.2 × 10−7 from 1.6 to 14 GV for BESS-Polar
II, only about 25% higher than the corresponding lim-
its calculated above. Data from the BESS-Polar flights
were combined by summing the number of He and using
a weighted average of the He efficiencies, giving a spec-
trum independent upper limit of 1.0 × 10−7 from 1.6 to
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FIG. 4. The new upper limits of He/He at the
TOA calculated assuming the same energy spectrum
for He as for He with previous experimental results
([13],[20],[21],[22],[23],[24],[25],[26]). The limit calculated
with no spectral assumption is about 25 % higher.

14 GV. For the present work, earlier BESS flights were
not reanalyzed under this assumption.
The BESS-Polar collaboration has established the low-

est limits to date on the possible presence of He in the
cosmic radiation.
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